Abstract -The time domain electric field integral equation (TD-EFIE) models transient scattering by perfect electric conductors. Upon discretization, this equation yields an ill-conditioned system matrix when the time step is large (low frequency breakdown), or the mesh is dense (dense discretization breakdown). Furthermore, its solution suffers from spurious static loop currents (DC instability). The quasi-Helmholtz projected TD-EFIE (qHP-TDEFIE) is an alternative formulation of the TD-EFIE which is immune to both low frequency breakdown and DC instability. In this contribution, a multiplicative Calderón preconditioner is constructed for the qHP-TDEFIE, which renders it immune to dense discretization breakdown. This ensures that transient electromagnetic scattering problems can be solved efficiently and accurately, even for slowly varying fields in the presence of small geometrical features.
INTRODUCTION
Transient scattering by perfect electric conductors is modeled by the time domain electric field integral equation (TD-EFIE). The standard technique to numerically solve the TD-EFIE, is to discretize it using a temporal collocation or Galerkin method. The resulting system can then be solved using the marching-on-in-time (MOT) algorithm.
This approach gives rise to ill-conditioned MOT system matrices when it is applied either to densely discretized geometries (dense discretization breakdown) or with large time steps (low frequency breakdown). Furthermore, the TD-EFIE suffers from DC instability: its numerical solution is plagued by spurious static loop currents.
Dense discretization breakdown can be cured using Calderón preconditioning [1] . The so-called dottrick Calderón preconditioned TD-EFIE [1] is furthermore free from low frequency breakdown as well as DC instability, but only when it is applied to simply connected geometries [2, 3] .
Low frequency breakdown has previously been combated using loop-star or loop-tree decomposition [4] . This approach has two drawbacks. First, for multiply connected geometries, global topologi-cal loops must be detected, which is a computationally complex operation for a general mesh. Second, explicitly transforming the equation to the basis of loops and stars (or trees) leads to ill-conditioning when used in conjunction with Calderón preconditioning [5] .
In [3] , the quasi-Helmholtz projected TD-EFIE (qHP-TDEFIE) was introduced. By employing the projector operators defined in [6] , the loop and star components of the TD-EFIE were separated without resorting to an explicit loop/star basis transformation. These components were then integrated or differentiated with respect to time, and separately discretized using temporal Galerkin procedures. This resulted in an equation that is immune to both low frequency breakdown and DC instability. The qHP-TDEFIE is applicable to both simply and multiply connected geometries, without requiring the detection of global topological loops.
In this contribution, a Calderón preconditioner is developed for the qHP-TDEFIE. This preconditioner allows the efficient simulation of scattering problems, even if they involve fine geometrical details or slowly varying incident fields.
SPATIAL DISCRETIZATION

The TD-EFIE
Consider a perfectly conducting body Ω, with boundary Γ and external normal vectorn. When an electric field e i illuminates Ω at t > 0, a current j is induced on Γ, which satisfies the TD-EFIE:
where
The unknown current j(r, t) is expanded in RWG basis functions f m (r) [7] j(r, t) =
978-1-4799-7806-9/15/$31.00 ©2015 IEEE Inserting this into (1) and testing the resulting equation with the rotated RWG functionsn × f m (r) yields
where Z is an operator that maps a time-dependent RWG expansion coefficient vector into a timedependent RWG testing coefficient vector -see [3] for its definition. Calderón preconditioning is achieved by discretizing the equation
resulting in
In this,Z is obtained by discretizing the T operator using the Buffa-Christiansen (BC) functions g m (r) [8] rather than the RWG functions f m (r). The Gram matrix G is defined as
Both (3) and (5) are discrete in space, but continuous in time. In order to construct a numerical solution, they need to be discretized in time. However, they will first be further manipulated in order to obtain a low frequency and DC stable scheme.
Rescaling
Define the auxiliary unknown
satisfying
The projectors P ΛH and P Σ are defined in [6] , and project an arbitrary RWG coefficient vector onto the space of (local and global) RWG loops and onto the space of RWG stars, respectively. Equation (8) is the semi-discrete qHP-TDEFIE [3] . The system obtained from temporally discretizing (8) remains well-conditioned for large time steps, but not for dense spatial discretization.
Analogously to (9), definẽ
where the projectors P ΣH and P Λ project an arbitrary BC coefficient vector onto the space of (local and global) BC loops and onto the space of BC stars, respectively [6] . Analogously to (5), the following Calderón preconditioned equation is proposed:
with e (t) = ∂ −1
Note that (11) is not equivalent to (5). Upon temporal discretization, both equations will lead to a discrete system that is immune to dense discretization breakdown. However, only (11) will lead to a system that is low frequency stable when applied to multiply connected geometries. This will be shown in Section 4. But first, the temporal discretization procedure is detailed in Section 3.
TEMPORAL DISCRETIZATION
In [3] , a low frequency and DC stable scheme was obtained by expanding y(t) as
where p(t) are the pulse functions and h(t) are the hat functions, as defined in [3] . The following auxiliary quantities are now proposed:
In terms of these auxiliary unknowns, (11) becomes
In order to maintain compatibility with the scheme in [3] , the following temporal Galerkin method is applied to (14):
A relation between y i and y j is easily found using the following Galerkin method:
Finally the BC equivalent of (17) is applied to (16):
This all leads to an equation of the form
where Z j and e j are defined as in [3] . The definition of Z j is similar to that of Z j , but uses BC functions instead of RWG functions. Finally,
Equation (20) can be solved using the MOT algorithm, and remains well-conditioned for dense meshes. Also the MOT system matrix Z 0 G 
(23) Just like the qHP-TDEFIE [3] , equation (23) is immune to both DC instability and low frequency breakdown, on simply as well as multiply connected geometries. Additionally, it is is immune to dense discretization breakdown.
The proposed equation (23) has several advantages over the dottrick TD-EFIE [1] . First, the preconditioner
is purely multiplicative, and can be applied directly to the original qHP-TDEFIE. Second, (23) correctly handles global topological loops, whereas the dottrick TD-EFIE does not. As a result, the dottrick TD-EFIE suffers from DC instability [2] and low frequency breakdown [3] when applied to multiply connected geometries.
NUMERICAL RESULTS
Consider the perfectly conducting double torus in Fig. 1 , which is obtained by merging two tori with large radius 1 m and small radius 0.4 m. Transient scattering by this object is simulated using the following formulations: • the standard TD-EFIE,
• the Calderón preconditioned qHP-TDEFIE or CP qHP-TDEFIE (23).
Each of these methods is applied to the mesh shown in Fig. 1 , with mesh parameter h = 0.32 m. The time step is varied form c∆t = 1 m to c∆t = 1024 m. The condition number of the MOT system matrix (i.e., Z 0 , Z 0 , Fig. 2 . The TD-EFIE and dottrick TD-EFIE simulations exhibit low frequency breakdown: the condition number of their MOT system matrices grow proportionally to ∆t 2 . The qHP-TDEFIE and CP qHP-TDEFIE on the other hand remain well-conditioned regardless of the chosen time step.
Next, the time step is kept constant at c∆t = 4 m while the mesh parameter h is varied from 0.16 m to 0.42 m. Again, the condition number of the MOT system matrix is plotted in Fig. 3 . The TD-EFIE and qHP-TDEFIE simulations suffer from dense discretization breakdown: the condition number of their MOT system matrices grow proportionally to h −2 . The dottrick TD-EFIE and CP qHP-TDEFIE schemes remain well-conditioned even for dense spatial discretizations.
This example shows that for a multiply connected geometry like the double torus in Fig. 1 , only the CP qHP-TDEFIE scheme (20) remains wellconditioned both for large time steps and for dense meshes.
CONCLUSIONS
In this contribution, a multiplicative preconditioner for the qHP-TDEFIE was developed. The resulting preconditioned scheme is immune to both low frequency breakdown and dense discretization breakdown, and is therefore able to efficiently model transient scattering problems involving slowly varying fields as well as geometries with fine geometrical details. In contrast to the dottrick TD-EFIE, this approach is also applicable to multiply connected geometries. Furthermore, it can be directly applied to the qHP-TDEFIE without requiring additional changes to the algorithm.
